
D Tac� Pi� Men�
3449 W Southern Ave, 85041, Phoenix, US, United States

(+1)4808459908

The restaurant from Phoenix offers 19 different meals and drinks on the card at an average $4.6. What User
likes about D Taco Pit:

these tacos are so extremely good! the only reason why I don't go more often is that there is always such a long
line. that is obviously a sign that they are delicious, but I hate to wait. when I pass and see no line, I will normally

stop for some. read more. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a
wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served. What User

doesn't like about D Taco Pit:
Their carne asada and red chili salsa was good. Their food selection is limited to asada and pastor, suggest they

add carnitas. They are too pricey, at 2.50 a taco or 10.00 for burrito. I had to ask what they as I didn't see the
menu in the dark. It needs to be more prominent and visible before ordering. read more. Anticipate the varied,

delicious Mexican cuisine, which is usually prepared with corn, beans and chilies (hot peppers).
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Salad�
TACOS

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

So� drink�
WATER $1.8

Feature� Item�
VAMPIROS $3.5

Wrap� & Tac� 
STREET TACOS

Froi�
COKE $3.0

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SAUCE

No� alcoholi� drink�
JARRITOS $2.0

SPRITE $2.0

Mai� Menü
SUPER' D NACHOS $10.0

LIL' D NACHOS $6.0

Uncategor�e�
MULITAS $3.8

QUESADILLAS WITH MEAT $8.0

Ingredient� Use�
JALAPENOS

MEAT

CHILI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
QUESADILLAS $6.0

CARNITAS

ROAST BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 06:30 -22:00
Thursday 06:30 -22:00
Friday 18:30 -24:00
Saturday 18:30 -24:00
Sunday 06:30 -22:00
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